
The CADworks3D �Microfluidics H-Series is the 
successor to the very successful M-series 3D 
printer that was launched 4 years ago. It comes 
standard with a state of the art native 2K light 
engine and is available in 385nm or 405nm 
projector options. 

With a wide range of options in XY resolution and 
build sizes, the H-series is the go to 3D printer 
options for microfluidic researchers worldwide.
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H-SERIES
µMICROFLUIDICS

2K PRINTER
SUPERIOR  |  OPEN SOURCE   |  MULTIFUNCTIONAL



TECHNICAL DETAILS 

FEATURES
ENCAPSULATED DEVICES

MASTERMOLDS FOR PDMS

Dynamic Prototyping - Microfluidic materials formulated to allow researchers to 
create a wide range of designs, layouts and features.

Evaluate & Iterate Faster - A system built to go from concept to iteration faster and 
allowing researchers to better evaluate their design for functionality.

Easy Post-Processing  - A technology engineered to print microfluidic devices that 
are easy to post process and ready to use in a wide range of applications.

Training - Our printer specialist will be there to assist you and your team throughout 
the onboarding, setup and training process through live chat. The training session 
can last as long as it is needed to ensure success.

Lifetime Support - Support and training is always available as long as you are using 
our printers at no extra cost . With our combined 24 years experience in the field of 
3D printing and CAD design, we can serve as a valuable resource for the ongoing 
prototyping needs of your team. The above is provided to our users at no cost and 
for a lifetime.

Faster Iterations - Create master mold using our formulated resin, Mastermolds for 
PDMS devices. Print, cast, evaluate and iterate in the matter of hours instead of 
weeks. Features as fine as 60µm.

Ease of use - Print, clean and cure your Mastermold and it is ready to use.  Create 
your PDMS device in a conventional lab oven without losing any printed feature or 
deterioration of the master.  Cast PDMS can be bonded and sealed to a glass slide 
using oxygen plasma.

ADVANCED TRAINING & SUPPORT
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H50

Native 2K Light Engine Available in 385/405nmPROJECTOR

57x32x120mmBUILD AREA 102x57.5x120mm80x45x120mm

30µmXY RESOLUTION 50µm41.5µm

5µm to 500µmZ-RESOLUTION

H80 H100

WARRANTY 2 Years with Lifetime Training & Support


